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Boat Engine Repair Cost
After checking out the boat, I decided to have him replace the impeller (which is on the engine for
the Volvo) and the tach also needs replaced (wiring is good, just the tach). It is going to cost around
$490 for everything. I completely trust this guy but I am new to boating and just want other
opinions.
Boat Repair Costs - Fair? Page: 1 - iboats Boating Forums ...
Replace the three West Marine 665MCA batteries and battery cables, labor 3 hours 270.00 3
batteries: 352.98 battery cables and connections: 142.40 9. Replace the engine room insulation, 2
hours 180.00 350 square feet of insulation: 350.00 10. Replace the Bennet trim tab motor and
wires, 3 hours 270.00 motor, wires and miscelleanous: 385.00 11.
Repair Cost Estimate | Christian & Co.
The cost of rebuilding an outboard boat motor will depend on the exact type of motor (brand, size
and year), the degree of damage, its condition and mechanic performing the rebuild. On average,
be prepared to pay a professional mechanic anywhere from $1,500 to as much as $4,500 for an
outboard motor rebuild.
How Much Does an Outboard Motor Rebuild Cost ...
COST FOR WORKING ON OUTBOARD MOTOR. At last, he HAD to call a repair man. The guy listened
to the sound, found a big hammer in his toolbox, and hit the running machine once hard on an axel,
and immediately the sound was gone. How much is that, the farmer asked ? 250 $ the serviceguy
replied. 250 $ FOR ONLY ONE PUNCH !! Noe - thats only a $, the 249 is for knowing where to hit.
COST FOR WORKING ON OUTBOARD MOTOR Page: 1 - iboats ...
Boatyard and Shop Basics. Their rebuilds have a generally lower cost delta. Yet most folks generally
choose to repower, given the new technology and efficiency in these engines. Labor rates for
engine work vary widely, but figure on somewhere between $95 and $130 an hour, plus materials.
Yes, that’s a wide range.
Used Boats: What's It Going to Cost to Fix This Thing ...
"I have a 1983 Sea Ray Sundancer 270 with twin Mercrusier 5.0L sterndrives. I am having the port
side engine replaced by a reputable marine repair shop. The work order calls for a remanufactured
long block (OEM from Mercruiser). They have estimated the labor at 34 hours. Am I missing
something, or does that seem high for a long block replacement?"
Labor Estimate for Engine Replacement - Boat Repair Forum
Basic service for an older 140 hp. outboard on Vancouver Is. BC, Canada, will be two to three hours
plus parts. Hours at a reputable shop are $60 to $90. Parts maybe $150 to $200 for basic service
below. So $120 to $270 labour plus $150 to $200 for parts is $270 to $470, plus tax.
How much does a basic service cost for an outboard motor ...
How much does a new boat engine cost? I am thinking about buying Slickcraft 28' boat to rehab,
but the engine is supposed to be shot. I know that it I might be able to get the current engine
repaired but want to get an idea of a worst case senario of what it might cost.
How much does a new boat engine cost? | Yahoo Answers
I'm trying to decide between two boats...one needs the engine replaced. I'm trying to get an
estimate on how much a replacement engine, installed, will cost.Not much info available online, and
I've not gotten a reply from either business I've contacted.
Engine Replacement Cost Estimate - Cruisers Forum
I know this is probably a hard question to answer, but I'm trying to figure out how much it will cost
to fix my boat or at least a range I can go buy. I have a 17' Sea Pro with a Mercury 115 HP engine.
Right now the reverse will not work. When I put it in reverse all I get is a sound that sounds like the
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engine is stuck between neutral and in gear.
Boat repair? | Yahoo Answers
BoatingLAB Tests: Outboard Ownership Costs. Outboards grow more popular every day, and the
150 hp outboard may be the most popular on the water. It’s ideal power for the 19- to 21-foot boat
range, and in twin applications it’s plenty of power for boats to 26 feet. So when we wanted to
pencil up the costs of owning an outboard,...
BoatingLAB Tests: Outboard Ownership Costs | Boating Magazine
Online Boat Motor Repair Classes and Courses. ... Some classes include them in the cost of the
course. Other classes may require students to find a small gas engine, such as from a lawn mower
or ...
Online Boat Motor Repair Classes and Courses - Study.com
Liability boat insurance also pays to repair or replace any watercraft, object or other property you
damage while boating, plus legal expenses if you’re sued. Example: You crash your boat into the
pier when trying to dock it, causing thousands in damage and injuring people on the pier.
Boat Insurance Coverage Options | Progressive
Crack repair-call for estimate Note--lower units much be removed from upper unit on a stern drive
or outboard engine. We do not remove them!! That is your responsibility. You can usually find
instructions on the internet. If this is not something you want to do, check with your boat service
shop. All work is accepted at owner's risk.
Repair Prices - MIDWEST PROPELLER: BOAT PROPELLER REPAIR ...
Marine Repair Calculators. Use the Marine database and calculators to calculate labor and materials
cost for repair and refinish operations on marine vessels. The Marine database and calculators are a
value-added option. To purchase and activate the option, contact your Mitchell representative.
Marine Repair Calculators - Mitchell WorkCenter
Boat owners typically take a careful look at other options — rebuilds and partial rebuilds — before
shelling out thousands of dollars for a spanking new engine. When an owner finds a replacement
engine that costs only a small fraction of what a new engine costs, should a light go off in his or her
head?
Your Engine is Shot ... Now What - Seaworthy - BoatUS
If you are MPI already, than I would stick with the 4.3L and just order up a new long block from
Rapido Marine or Michigan Motrz. Motor should run you about 1500 deer and the manifolds and
risers are going to be another 500 deer or so. Install should be another grand or so depending on
access. ... 4.3l engine replacement costs for '04 180ssi
4.3l engine replacement costs for '04 180ssi - Boat Talk ...
Outboard Engine Repair: The repair professionals at Riverside Marine Services know their way
around outboard engines and have the experience to always provide efficient, high quality repair
services. Outboard Motor Repair Shop. When you come to Riverside Marine Services outboard
motor repair shop, expect affordable upfront cost, 100% guaranteed ...
Outboard Motor Repair | Outboard Engine Repair Shop ...
Repairing a float, for example, costs between $170 and $190. For posts, metal pipes and other substructural components, repairs are generally more costly, ranging from $300 to $400,
conservatively. Additions such as boat bumpers, boat lifts and roofing may also require occasional
repair work.
2019 Boat Dock Repair Costs - HomeAdvisor
It does much more than contain water, it is the structure that transmits cylinder pressure and
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torque into the motor mounts. Those forces are going to transit through that crack every time you
run the engine. To stop a cast iron crack, you need to drill a hole at each end of the spider, then
weld repair the damaged area.
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